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ABSTRACT

We present a simultaneous Bu�er Insertion and Non-Hanan
Optimization (BINO) algorithm to improve the perfor-
mance of VLSI interconnect. This algorithm aims to ad-
dress the realistic situation where both the interconnect re-
sources and timing constraints are stringent and the wire
topology is to be optimized using available spaces for bu�er
insertions after cell placement. These spaces are �xed rel-
ative to the changing routing tree during non-Hanan opti-
mization. The objective here is to minimize weighted sum of
wire and bu�er cost subject to timing constraints. In BINO,
bu�er insertion and non-Hanan optimization are conducted
simultaneously and iteratively in a greedy fashion till the
improvements are exhausted. To assure the accuracy of tim-
ing evaluation, the fourth order AWE model is employed.
Experimental results on both :18�m IC and MCM technol-
ogy showed signi�cant cost reductions.

1. INTRODUCTION

As the VLSI technology develops rapidly into deep sub-
micron era, interconnect performance becomes one of the
key points for the overall performance of a VLSI system. In
the early stages, most research was focused on optimizing
the interconnect topology under geometric criteria such as
minimizing the total wire length or the tree radius. Ever
since it was noticed that geometric criteria may have large
discrepancies from actual timing criteria, Elmore delay [1]
based routing algorithms, such as SERT and P-tree [7, 9],
have constituted the mainstream. Recently, the drawbacks
of Elmore model have been addressed and higher order de-
lay models have been applied to interconnect routing and
optimization [8, 10, 11] to improve the accuracy of timing
evaluation.
Additional e�orts have been made to enhance in the

formulation of the optimization problem and the solution
search space. Minimizing cost subject to timing constraints
is an appealing objective that is widely used [8{10, 12, 13].
One important advancement related to the solution search
space is the extension to non-Hanan points in MVERT al-
gorithm [13]. This extension brings signi�cant bene�t that
is coherent with the objective. We will show that more cost

reduction can be achieved than [13] if higher order delay
models are employed.
Under deep sub-micron technology, usually topology op-

timization itself is not su�cient to meet the requirement to
the interconnect performance. Bu�er insertion is a powerful
tool that can be used to augment topology optimization in
interconnect routing and optimization algorithms [15{19].
Most previous bu�er insertion approaches have been im-
plemented through dynamic programming in a bottom-up
fashion and have provided remarkable improvements. How-
ever, all of these methods have been restricted to only
Hanan routing.
The BINO algorithm introduced in this work combines

bu�er insertion with non-Hanan optimization under the
fourth order AWE [3] delay model. Our algorithm is espe-
cially aimed toward the realistic situation where both the
interconnect resource and timing constraint are stringent
while there are still available spaces for bu�ers after cell
placement. The positions of these spaces are �xed relative
to the changing routing tree during optimization. This and
the non-Hanan property distinguish the environment of our
algorithm from previous works.
Since the routing tree is subject to change during non-

Hanan optimization, there is no clear bottom-up structure
to be exploited by dynamic programming. In addition,
some candidate bu�er positions on the routing tree paths
may move away from the paths while some formerly o�-
path spaces may be traversed by a path and become candi-
date bu�er positions. To deal with the increased complexity
caused by this fact and the non-Hanan property, we guide
each move in the optimization in a greedy fashion with the
objective of minimizing the weighted sum of wire cost and
bu�er cost subject to timing constraints. The non-Hanan
optimization and bu�er insertion are conducted simultane-
ously and iteratively until the improvements are exhausted.
Our algorithm was tested and compared with SART and

MVART (AWE versions of SERT [7] and MVERT [13]) on
both :18�m IC and MCM technology. Signi�cant wire cost
reduction is obtained as expected.

2. PRELIMINARIES

2.1. The problem environment

Our algorithm is applied in a post-placement scenario where
bu�er insertion is possible, but it is preferable to do so in
regions that are left unoccupied by any cells, so as not to
disturb the placement. The input to BINO then includes
a set of pre-de�ned available bu�er spaces scattered in the
routing region, as demonstrated by the shaded area in Fig-
ure 1. Each bu�er space is de�ned by its center position
and radius. A more detailed depiction of a bu�er space is
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Figure 1. The �xed bu�er space positions and the
routing tree that changed from (a) to (b) during the
optimization.

shown in Figure 1(a). The critical zone of a bu�er space
is a region such that if a bu�er is centered within it, the
area the bu�er occupied will not exceed the border of the
bu�er space. Only when the critical zone is traversed by a
routing path, can a bu�er be inserted in the space; and this
bu�er should be centered within the critical zone. There-
fore, the critical zone is of more interest than bu�er space
itself. Note that when we say that a path passes through a
bu�er space, it means that the path passes through the crit-
ical zone of this bu�er space. For simplicity, we use spaces
of equal size and only one bu�er is allowed to be inserted in
a space. Larger spaces can be easily expressed as a union of
small spaces. Each bu�er size is same as that of the source
driver.
During the optimization, the positions of bu�er spaces

are �xed while the routing tree keeps changing. The rela-
tionship between a bu�er space and the routing tree is also
changed accordingly and the only allowable bu�er insertions
correspond to bu�er spaces through which the routing tree
passes. The philosophy behind this is that when intercon-
nect resources are scarce, it is undesirable to introduce large
detours to reach a bu�er location. In the example of Figure
1, there are four �xed bu�er spaces and the routing tree is
changed from (a) to (b). Space 4 was not on any routing
path in (a) and it is passed through by a routing path after
the update, then it will be referred as a candidate bu�er
position in (b). On the other hand, space 1 was a candi-
date bu�er position in (a), but is not on any routing path
after the update and is therefore no longer a candidate in
(b). Space 3 was also a candidate bu�er position in (a) and
a bu�er is inserted there during the optimization.

2.2. The motivation for combining bu�er insertion
with non-Hanan optimization

As observed in [13], the non-Hanan points can be used to
reduce the wire cost while the timing constraints are satis-
�ed. This is illustrated in Figure 2(a). We de�ne a segment
to be a contiguous set of straight edges that are either all
horizontal or all vertical and without any bu�ers. Note that
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Figure 2. An example that bu�er insertion can re-
duce wire cost further in non-Hanan optimization.

this de�nition is slightly di�erent from that in [7, 13] as it
incorporates the presence of bu�ers. A maximal segment
is a segment that is not properly contained in any other
segment. In Figure 2, pw is a maximal segment and p is
the root of this maximal segment. Consider the connec-
tion from sink v to pw. Let x denote the distance from the
connection point to p and let CC to express the closest con-
nection [7] from v to pw. The work in [7] proved that under
the Elmore model the delay of any sink in the routing tree
is a concave function with respect to x. A straightforward
extension to this conclusion is that the delay violation at
any sink is also a concave function of x. Figure 4 shows an
example of such a function curve. Though the Elmore de-
lay may have large errors for speci�c points, its qualitative
�delity is still true and serves as good strategic guide. Our
experimental results also support this assertion.
The objective of minimizing wire cost subject to timing

constraints can be translated to a set of local optimiza-
tions that search for a connection point as close to CC as
possible while keeping the maximum delay violation to be
non-positive. Sometimes, this optimal connection is a non-
Hanan point, as in the case of x� in Figure 2(a) or the AWE
curve in Figure 4.
In order to reduce wire cost, it is desired to move the con-

nection point as close to CC as possible, i.e., to maximize
x. However, the value of x may be capped by the constraint
of non-positive delay violation. The utility of bu�er inser-
tion is to relax this timing constraint, if possible, so as to
achieve further wire cost reduction as illustrated in Figure
2(b).
As in [20], a bu�er may be inserted to achieve delay re-

duction in one of two ways: (1) by providing improved drive
strength on a critical path, or (2) isolating paths to non-
critical sinks by inserting a bu�er at a multifanout point to
reduce the load on the critical path.

2.3. The motivation for using fourth order AWE
in non-Hanan optimization

As interconnect wires become increasingly thinner and
longer, the interconnect resistance may overshadow the



driver resistance. Consequently, the net capacitance of sinks
and downstream capacitance are shielded to the driver re-
sistance by the interconnect resistance. This e�ect is called
resistive shielding [5]. The Elmore delay does not correctly
take the resistive shielding e�ect into account and tends to
overestimate the delay. This error can be remarkably large,
especially for the stub situation (i.e., when a sink that is
close to the source co-exists with a much longer wire), where
the Elmore delay can be several times larger than the actual
delay.

(0,0)
(400, -200)

(-500, 400)

(70, 300)
(800, 300)

(5000, 7000)

Figure 3. A routing tree on which Elmore delay
gives large errors.

Table 1. Elmore vs. AWE
Dist. SPICE Elmore Error 4th AWE Error
370 13.6 52.5 286% 12.8 -6%
600 9.5 39.8 319% 8.9 -6%
900 10.7 40.5 279% 10.5 -2%
1100 26.2 77.4 195% 25.5 -3%
12000 283.2 257.5 -9% 282.4 -0.3%

Table 1 shows an example of a net with �ve sinks to
illustrate the inaccuracy of the Elmore delay. Its routing
topology is illustrated in Figure 3. The load capacitance is
the same for each sink. The delays on all sinks are computed
using the Elmore formula, fourth order AWE and a SPICE
transmission line model, and the percentage errors relative
to SPICE are calculated. The Manhattan distance from
each sink to the source are also listed for reference. We can
see that the error of Elmore delay can be over 300% and the
delay from fourth AWE is clearly superior. In fact, as the
wire size shrinks, this trend will be more and more severe.
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Figure 4. An example that Elmore delay and higher
order AWE delay may result in di�erent connection
choice.

To see how this will a�ect the non-Hanan routing, con-
sider the graph in Figure 4. The graph plots the delay vio-
lation function against the location of the connection point,
x, as pictured in Figure 2. The dotted curve indicates the
Elmore delay while the solid curve represents the fourth
order AWE result. The solution corresponds to the point

closest to CC where the delay violation function is negative
or zero. For the Elmore delay, which overestimates the de-
lay near the source, no solution is found, whereas an actual
solution exists and corresponds to x�.
On the other hand, we have observed that the Elmore

model tends to under-estimate delay at sinks far from the
source1. This may lead to the opposite error, as can be
seen in the last row of Table 1. This under-estimation may
result in over-reduction of cost while the timing constraints
have not been satis�ed yet. On the whole, a higher order
model is greatly superior to the Elmore model in handling
non-Hanan points.
The reason that we choose fourth order instead of a sec-

ond or third order model is that second order gives less ac-
curacy and for many examples that we tried, we found that
the third order model induces positive poles more often.
In the computation of fourth order AWE delay, we �rst

use the RICE algorithm [4] to obtain the moments. We
solve the denominator of Pad�e approximation result, which
is a fourth order polynomial, using a closed form formula to
obtain the poles. After an inverse Laplace transformation,
the time domain exponential functions are expanded about
the Elmore delay to fourth order Taylor series polynomi-
als. A closed form solution to a fourth order polynomial
exist and may be used to calculate the delay value. The
additional computation cost of fourth order AWE as com-
pared to a second order model is minor. This process is
iterated until convergence, and we found that we always
converged within 3 iterations. This method is related to
the Newton-Raphson root-�nding method: the Newton-
Raphson method uses a �rst order Taylor series in each
iteration, and our method uses a fourth order expansion
instead.

2.4. Problem formulation

A list of notational terms used in this work is as follows:

� Qi: required arrival time for sink i.

� Tdi: the calculated delay for sink i in the routing tree.

� Tvi: delay violation of sink i, given by Tvi = Tdi �Qi.

� W : total wire length for a routing tree.

� Cl: load capacitance for a sink or a bu�er.

� Aj : an available bu�er space that can be a candidate
bu�er position, j is the index.

� �: weighting factor for bu�er cost.

� c: capacitance per unit length for interconnect.

� n: number of sinks.

� m: number of initial available bu�er spaces.

� k: number of bu�ers inserted in the routing tree.

We state the problem formulation as follows:
Given a source s0, a set of sinks S = fs1; s2:::sng, timing

speci�cations Q = fQ1; Q2; :::; Qng for all sinks and a set
of available bu�er spaces A = fA1; A2; :::; Amg, construct a

1The Elmore delay is theoretically proven to be an upper
bound on the delay of an RC network in [6]. However, in prac-
tice, greater accuracies are obtainable by multiplying the Elmore
delay formula of [2] by a factor of ln2, and we refer this quantity
as the \Elmore delay" in our discussion, and this may be either
optimistic or pessimistic.



Steiner routing tree and choose a subset from A on which
bu�ers are inserted such that the following problem is solved:

minimize (1� �)cW + �Clk
subject to: maxi2S(Tvi) � 0

0 � � � 1
(1)

Here the weighting factor for the wire cost is 1 � �. The
purpose of including c and Cl in the objective function is
to normalize the wire and the bu�er cost into comparable
quantities.

3. ALGORITHM

The algorithm consists of two phases. Phase I, called SART
(Steiner AWE Routing Tree), is similar to SERT except that
the Elmore model is replaced by fourth order AWE. The
output is a routing tree T 0. The Phase II is the simultaneous
bu�er insertion and non-Hanan optimization.
In SART, starting with a single source, a partial routing

tree grows in a greedy fashion. In each growing step, a
previously unconnected sink is selected and connected to
a certain node in the partial tree such that the maximum
delay is minimized.

Algorithm: Bu�er candidate update.

Input:A routing tree ~T .
B0 = previous candidate bu�er positions.
A0 = all available spaces not in B0.

Output: B = candidate positions for updated ~T .
A = all available spaces not in B.

1. for each position Bi in B0

2. ifBi is not on any path of ~T
B0 = B0 �Bi;
A0 = A0 [ Bi;

3. for each space Ai in A0

4. if any path in ~T passes through Ai
A0 = A0 � Ai;
B0 = B0 [ Ai;

5. A = A0;
6. B = B0;

After each move in Phase II, each initial bu�er space
may result with one of the three possibilities: (i) a bu�er
is inserted in it, (ii) it is still on a path in the routing tree
as a candidate bu�er position, (iii) it is not on any path
of the routing tree. Corresponding to these three results,
we maintain three sets: set I for bu�er nodes, set B for
candidate bu�er positions and set A for all the o�-path
spaces. Once it is decided that a bu�er will be inserted in
a space, this space becomes a bu�er node and is assigned
into set I. The function Bu�er candidate update maintains
the sets A and B to be updated accordingly.

Algorithm: BINO
Input: T 0 from SART,

A = available bu�er spaces.
Output: BINO tree T ,

I = positions at which bu�ers inserted.
1. B = ;;
2. I = ;;
3. Bu�er candidate update(T 0 ; B;A);
4. while B 6= ; and there is cost improvement

5. for each candidate Bi in B

6. insert a bu�er at Bi tentatively;

7. Non-Hanan optimization( ~T ):
8. for each sink sj in descending order of dist to s0
9. disconnect sj and its downstream subtree Tsi;
10. for each max segment El in TnTsi

�nd optimal connection between sj and El;
11. connect sj to optimal location in TnTsi;
12. if Bi is the bu�er that causes the largest improvement

B = B � Bi;
I = I [Bi;

13. Bu�er candidate update( ~T ;B;A);

The above is the algorithm of Phase II. The input rout-
ing tree T 0 is the default global optimal solution. During
Phase II, each candidate position is inserted a bu�er tenta-
tively and then the non-Hanan optimization is conducted.
The non-Hanan optimization algorithm (MVART) here is
similar to MVERT [13], but fourth order AWE is used for
delay evaluation instead of the Elmore delay metric.
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Figure 5. Bu�er insertion at an intersection of mul-
tiple paths according to the sink criticalities.

Sometimes a bu�er space may cover a multifanout node
of the routing tree, as shown in Figure 5, rather than a
single wire segment. The choice of the branch that the
bu�er will be inserted in is according to the criticalities
of sinks on each branch. This approach is similar to the
work in [18,20]. The sink with higher delay violation value
has a higher criticality. If the sink criticalities for these
branches are close to each other, the candidate bu�er will
be inserted to drive all of these branches simultaneously like
the insertion in Figure 5(a). Otherwise, the bu�er will be
inserted in the branch of non-critical sinks so that the load
from the non-critical sink and path are isolated to the path
to the critical sink, which is illustrated in Figure 5(b).
At each non-Hanan optimization, in the descending order

of distance to source, each sink is reconnected to the routing
tree to meet the objective. In reconnection for any sink si,
this sink and its downstream subtree Tsi is disconnected
�rst. It is then connected to each maximal segment on the
routing tree TnTsi tentatively to �nd the optimal solution.
The best connection on a maximal segment is obtained by
binary search.
There are three abstract layers of the optimal solution

search procedure. The top layer is related to bu�er inser-



tion, which will give the so-called global optimum solution.
The middle layer refers to the non-Hanan optimal solution
search under a certain tentative bu�er insertion con�gura-
tion. The bottom layer is conducted for reconnection of
a speci�c sink to a maximal segment through the binary
search. The best of the optimal solutions in bottom layer
is chosen as the optimal for the middle layer. In the same
fashion, the global optimum is selected from the solutions
in the middle layer.
At the beginning of each reconnection, the initial connec-

tion con�guration is stored as default middle layer optimal
solution. During the process of search, each bottom layer
optimal obtained will be compared with the current middle
layer solution. If it is better according to the objective of
(1), it will be saved and the current middle layer optimal
solution will be updated accordingly.
After all the candidate positions are tested, the solution

that can make largest cost improvement subject to timing
constraints is chosen as the �nal decision. Then all the
three sets A;B and I are updated. This process is repeated
iteratively till there is no cost improvement or no candidate
position left.

4. COMPUTATION COMPLEXITY

From the estimation in [14], the computation cost for
MVERT is O(n4 + n4 � L

�
). The �rst term comes from the

Phase I in MVERT, which is a variation of SERT. The
parameter L is the maximum length over all maximal seg-
ments and � represents the resolution for the binary search
in the Phase II of MVERT.
Although we use the fourth order AWE instead of Elmore

in BINO, as the number of traversals or iterations is �xed,
the complexity for each delay calculation is still O(n). Thus
the cost for Phase I (SART) in BINO is O(n4). In Phase II
of BINO, there are two layers of iterations outside of each
MVART, each of which is upper-bounded by the number of
bu�er spaces. The combination of the total cost is O(m2 �
n4 � L

�
). Practically, the multiplier is much less than m2,

since the number of candidate bu�er spaces that the net
passes through is often much smaller than the total number
of available spaces.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experimental results are shown in Table 2 and Table 3
for IC and MCM technology, respectively. The parameters
for MCM are from [7] and the IC parameters are for 0.18
�m technology which are also scaled from [7]. The sink and
bu�er space locations for each test are generated randomly,
and the number of sinks for each net varies from 4 to 12.
Since we consider the situation that the interconnect re-
source is more stringent than that of bu�er, the weighting
factor for wire cost is chosen to be 0:8 and the weighting
factor for bu�er cost � is 0:2. The area of each critical zone
is chosen to be 200�m�200�m for IC and 400�m�400�m
for MCM. There are approximately 50 bu�er spaces for each
test, thus the total area of the critical zones accounts for
about 2% of the area of a routing region. According to our
experiments, the variations of delay from the change of a
bu�er position within a critical zone is small and can be
neglected.
The �W in Table 2 and 3 is the percentage wire cost re-

duction with respect to the SART tree. The last column
corresponds to the number of input bu�er spaces, and the
next-to-last column shows the number of bu�ers �nally in-
serted. The results from SART and MVART are also listed

for comparison. Since the timing constraints are quite strin-
gent, the maximum delay violations, VvMAX , from most of
SART results are positive. Sometimes even pure non-Hanan
optimization cannot satisfy the timing speci�cation. This
hinders the ability of pure non-Hanan optimization to re-
duce the cost further and the BINO becomes a necessary
step.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6. Routing tree results from (a) SART, (b)
MVART, (c) BINO.

An actual set of results for a four sinks net is depicted
in Figure 6 according to real scale. This clearly shows the
expected cost improvement. The cost reduction from only
non-Hanan optimization is 11%, while the reduction from
BINO is 34%. In this example, the timing constraint is
stringent. As a result, few shortest distance connections
are made, and no non-Hanan points can be found to reduce
the wire cost in the pure non-Hanan optimization. The
BINO can relax the constraints and take the advantage of
non-Hanan point to reduce more cost.
From Table 2 and 3, we can see that BINO can reduce

signi�cantly more cost than pure non-Hanan optimization
under these somewhat harsh conditions. The average wire
cost improvement is 31% for .18 �m IC technology. For
MCM, BINO provides an average wire cost improvement
of 33%. The BINO algorithm can also satisfy the timing
constraints that is impossible for SART and MVART.
In our experiments, the time cost of the computation is

usually within one minute for nets of up to 12 sinks. In
the worst case the run time can be a couple of minutes.
On the whole, the computational cost of our algorithm is
reasonable, since these optimizations are carried out only
for global timing-critical nets.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a post-placement simultaneous
bu�er insertion and non-Hanan optimization algorithm to
improve the VLSI interconnect performance. This algo-
rithm is especially e�ective when both the timing con-



Table 2. Experimental results on :18�m IC

SART MVART BINO
n TvMAX �W TvMAX �W TvMAX k m

4 0.65 18% 0.24 41% -0.24 2 40
4 0.45 11% 0.29 50% -0.15 1 45
4 1.15 4% 0.54 25% -0.36 1 35
8 3.03 11% 1.98 16% -0.09 3 45
8 0.23 1% 0.09 45% -0.37 2 55
8 3.04 7% 2.00 23% -0.57 3 40
12 1.80 12% 1.06 27% 0 2 50
12 1.50 8% -0.01 12% 0 3 45
12 0.48 1% 0.38 40% -0.06 2 50

Table 3. Experimental results on MCM

SART MVART BINO
n TvMAX �W TvMAX �W TvMAX k m

4 -0.01 19% -0.26 36% -0.08 1 30
4 -0.79 10% 0 15% -0.39 1 40
4 0.40 22% 0.06 29% 0 1 40
8 4.03 13% 0.33 29% -0.07 1 60
8 1.57 20% 0.11 35% -0.04 2 50
8 1.85 20% 1.01 23% -0.20 3 70
12 -0.31 40% -2.59 48% -0.07 3 40
12 1.65 8% 1.10 21% 0 4 50
12 4.31 14% 0.72 59% -0.06 3 50

straints and wire resources are stringent. Experiments
showed it can reduce wire cost signi�cantly for both :18�m
IC and MCM technology. The fourth order AWE model is
applied to assure the quality of the results.
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